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BIOGRAPHY
Hi, I am a designer inquiring in the space of Systems Oriented Design, Service Design, Research, Technology and Behavioural
Sciences. I see the world around me in systems, but I perceive them as interlinked stories and human connections. I believe that
instead of simplifying problems, we need to rise to their complexity to attempt to provide well rounded, multi-faceted approaches.
I am interested in learning and working on anything and everything related to education, gender-based violence, decolonising futures,
accessibility, Indian public healthcare & technology.

EXPERIENCE

Kidzee Preschool Nov 2019 - Ongoing
Research, Design & Strategy
I worked on understanding different systems, services & co-designing with stakeholders in identifying problems the school faces. The
research included understanding early childhood education, child development, teacher development, organisation culture & the
importance of parent-school collaboration. The solution space was divided into 2 parts 1. Developing teachers identities through collaboration, reflection and personal development which included tangible (web app,
personal development content, plan and worksheets, a reflection journal and planner and a google doc of strategies and activities)
and intangible prototypes.
2. Designing for effective communication and collaboration between parents and the school. This output consists of an app, a
strategy for redesigning PTMs, parent activities and orientations.
Reference: Kanhika Nikam; kanhika@springload.co.nz

Decoloniszing our bookshelves May 2020 - Ongoing
Research, Design & Strategy

decoloniszing our bookshelves is a project which is building a platform that is dedicated to literature by authors of intersectional and
marginalised identities. My role includes research about inclusivity, accessibility & decolonising design. I will be designing the
website, the strategy and the system of the whole project. We have been failing, trying & unlearning traditional ways of how an
organisation works, reflecting on values & biases we have & questioning the role of design.

Besides Project Studio Mar 2019- August 2019
Graphic Design & Research Internship

Besides is a project studio that makes critical information available in unbiased, engaging formats. The first product by Besides was a
web-app that provides verifiable, bite-sized facts about the Indian political system (www.besides.in). I worked on conducting user
research, usability testing, product design & designing campaigns for the web app.
Reference: Anuja Pitre; anuja@withinreach.in

Reach May 2019 - Dec 2019
Design Intern

Reach supports NGOs & CSRs in designing and implementing their programmes, with data as its core priority. I worked on creating a
data visualisation catalogue for the company which included research about limitations of data dashboards, monitoring & evaluation
frameworks, the role the data plays and how insights and actionable information are derived from the data.
Reference: Varun Mukerjee; varun@withinreach.in

Sayfty Jun 2017 - May 2019
Research and Team lead
Sayfty is an NGO which works for educating and empowering Indian Women and girls against violence. I attempted (and failed) to
design strategies to make Loni village near Pune safer for women by conducting safety audits and research. I worked with 6 other
design students for 2 years.
Reference: Dr. Shruti Kapoor; shruti@sayfty.com
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Times of India Feb 2019 - Oct 2019
Teacher/ Facilitator

Times of India conducts workshops in schools from all over the city. I teach concepts of fact-checking, prejudice & discrimination to
4-6th grade students. My role includes conducting research, curating teaching plans & activities.

Hyperloop India Aug 2018 - Apr 2019
Graphic design
I was part of the team that represented India in Elon Musk's SpaceX Hyperloop Pod Competition held in California. My role involved
developing the branding, strategy and website. I also designed content for digital marketing purposes that included crafting
presentations, executive summaries, and proposals for potential investors that led to raising an amount of 1.3 crore rupees.

OTHER

Jhatka.org May 2020 - Ongoing
Systems, Research & Design
We are collaborating with Jhatkaa.org to create a system that makes the process of identifying & labelling incidents as that of
abuse/prejudice/violence, reporting it easier, comfortable and friendly. The system has 3 aims:
1. To provide survivors with a tool to identify/report predatory or unwanted behaviour on their campuses.
2. To create a network of legal professionals and NGOs that help enforce safety norms for these campuses.
3. To create a network of mental health professionals which guide the survivors and provide rehabilitation to minor perpetrators
who haven’t committed major offences.
4. To design and conduct workshops in colleges.
Collaborators: Madhushree Kulkarni

UN Women x World Design Organisation Aug

Participant

I was selected to be a part of a challenge to strategise solution for Violence against women. I will be working with a team of 20
people from all over the world. The team includes subject matter experts, psychologist, designers, researchers etc. The challenge
statement that our team is worked on is - How can we promote behavioural change to reduce violence against women by transforming men’s sense of entitlement?

Ladies, Wine & Design, Pune Jun 2018 - Ongoing
Chapter Leader

Ladies, Wine & Design is an organization started by Jessica Walsh which empowers creative women all over the world. The chapter
aims to form a culture of connection and collaborate with women and non-binary creatives from Pune. As a team of 2 women, we
have conducted many events but now we have taken a step further and we are working on creating an open-source document of a
list of women, transgender, non-binary, Dalit, Bahujan, Kashmiri people/persons in the creative and design industry or who want to.
We are working on a mentorship platform for minority students which will include mentors guiding people to create portfolios,
resumes & finding people from their network who can offer jobs.

Fighting Domestic Violence in India Ideathon, One Future Collective July
Participant

I was part of a 2-week collaboration that collated existing resources for survivors of Domestic Violence. We researched and Identified
gaps in the existing resources and created new resources. The team included lawyers, SMEs, DV survivors, researchers & designers.
My work included research and designing new resources.

Pickle Ongoing

Editor & Designer

Pickle is a publication on Medium. It is an attempt to create a holistic view of the design world through personal stories and
perspectives. Pickle aims to get perspectives of people beyond design. This stemmed from the fact that I have learned the most
about design by working and having conversations with non-designers. A colleague and I will be designing the identity for the
publication & editing the articles.
Collaborators: Sachi Bafna
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ONLINE COURSES

1. Social Psychology Coursera, Ongoing
2. Feminism and Social Justice Coursera, Aug 2020
3. Systems Practice +Acumen & Omidyar, Jul 2020
4. Introduction to Psychology Coursera, May 2020
5. Human-Centred Design +Acumen, Mar 2019
6. Solving Complex Problems Coursera, Ongoing
7. Women and Gender Studies MIT Open Courseware, Ongoing
WRITINGS/ PUBLICATIONS

1. The Formalisation of our Dissent
https://medium.com/@aishwarya.jare81/the-formalisation-of-our-dissent-47eca3ad5ed6

2. Pickle
https://docs.google.com/document/d/17H5FQQHoG5G2uDr1kIi8_iaWSj0A1cFQ9Lr8ap_iu9g/edit?usp=sharing

3. Open letter to Kyoorius
https://www.instagram.com/p/CBxpegxJzAJ/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link

FEATURES

1. Pune Times
2. Form Magazine, Germany
TALKS

Curator Magazine
I had a discussion with interns at the Curator Magazine about my experience with design college, what I wish I had been taught, how
I approached working on side projects, Lakshmi Murthy & Ladies, Wine & Design.

VOLUNTEER

All tech is Human Ongoing
All Tech Is Human is an organisation that informs & inspires the next generation of responsible technologists & changemakers. The
goal of the organisation is to become the hub that unites multiple stakeholders from a broad range of backgrounds interested in
working out the difficult tech issues facing us on a personal and societal level. I am volunteering as a graphic designer and researcher.
https://alltechishuman.org/

Swach Mar 2017 - Aug

2018

Swach is a self-sustainable social enterprise of waste pickers aiming to improve their living conditions. They work in partnership with
the Municipal Solid Waste Management system to transform the SWM situation in Pune. I volunteered to promote the ‘Red Dot
Campaign’ for Swach which entailed spreading awareness through talks in schools and colleges, making posters, pamphlets and
social media posts.
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